
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It did so, but the taste for good society ___________________ in me.1.
(revive)

Mary ____________________ by a high-minded regard for right.2. (govern)

Once upon a time the devil stayed at an inn, where no one knew him, for
they were people whose education _____________________.
3.

(neglect)

I ____________________, too, in respect to the shape of the enclosure.4.
(deceive)

When he got to the first tree he stopped in front of it, did everything just as
he ________________, and, kneeling on the ground with his face to the
earth, fell asleep.

5.

(tell)

If a petition for his instant execution ___________________ around it
would have stood a much better chance of success.
6.

(carry)

Peter __________________ in a snare!7. (catch)

Everyone rushed to his sword and drew his pistol-for we
___________________ to carry pistols as part of our uniform.
8.

(order)

The town ___________________ for replacements.9. (scour)

The provisions and the torches __________________ off the raft.10. (wash)

Only a short time before he had learned that his two messengers
_______________________________ to reach their destination.
11.

(capture/and/fail)

But as the preparations ________________, it seemed a pity to waste
them, so they were married a second time, and sat down to the wedding
feast.

12.

(make)

It was at once clear that a daring and gigantic robbery
_____________________.
13.

(commit)
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The health of the missionaries ________________________ by the
climate.
14.

(not/affect)

The offices of the bank __________________ into the wing which united
a handsome business house with the hotel at the back, between courtyard
and garden.

15.

(fit)

Now, however, the last mine ____________________.16. (explode)

If he ______________________ to her then, if she had happened to
dance with him instead of with that man who had kissed her arm, might she
not have felt different toward all men?

17.

(introduce)

Here we see how potent has been the effect of the introduction of a single
tree, nothing whatever else having been done, with the exception that the
land ____________________, so that cattle could not enter.

18.

(enclose)

The soil ___________________, the seed sown, and now came the
harvest.
19.

(clear)

Not a man _____________________ aboard her vessel.20. (scratch)
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